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Fast Pointing Control for Systems
With Stick-Slip Friction
A controller consisting of three schemes, one proportional gain, one pulse, and one
is proposed to achieve precise and fast pointing control under the presence of stic
friction. Design of the controller is based on two distinctive features of friction,
varying sticking force and presliding displacement of contacts under static friction.
latter is the main idea behind the ramp scheme to accomplish the fast pointing
Implementation of this multistage control strategy requires position measurement
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller fo
desired performance.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1789977#
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1 Introduction
Coulomb friction inherent in mechanisms poses a severe c

lenge to servomotor-controlled pointing systems. While approa
ing to the reference position, the system spends most of its m
ments either near or within the stuck regime, in which t
controller has to provide particular efforts to eliminate the ti
errors caused by static friction. Unfortunately, friction in this r
gime is the most difficult part to model@1–3#. Many methods
have been proposed to reduce the influence of friction on con
systems, and these methods can be mainly divided into the mo
based and the nonmodel-based approaches.

The model-based methods try to estimate the friction load
counteract it by the opposite control@1,3–5#. Some advanced ap
proaches, such as robust schemes@6#, variable structure@7#, non-
linear identification and feedback@8#, and accelerated evolution
ary programming@9# have been reported. No matter what t
control scheme is, the friction model is the core of these mod
based methods. In early cases, the classical discontinuous m
or the so-called Coulomb friction model~Fig. 1!, is employed due
to its simplicity. This model, however, does not describe the fr
tion force for zero velocity. Some static models have been p
posed to handle this problem by adding parameters to desc
friction at zero velocity@3#. For continuous models, Dahl pro
posed a first-order differential equation to describe friction@10#.
Later Canudas de Wit et al. developed a well-known fricti
model, known as the LuGre model@11#, which describes the av
erage deflection of the bristles@12#. This model captures mos
phenomena caused by friction and soon became a widely ado
model for the model-based approaches@1,13,14#. But it has been
pointed out that identifying this mode in the low-velocity regim
is a difficult task@13#. To accomplish the identification requires
very stiff low-velocity-control loop@1,2#. Although the task is not
easy, the model-based approach argues its value by removin
need for high-gain PI or PID controllers.

In contrast, the nonmodel-based approach applies various s
egies to reduce the influence of friction without requiring its p
cise model. PI or PID types of controllers have been employe
industry for years because of their simplicity and robustness
some systems, however, integral control suffers the hunting p
lem @11,15# and derivative control has to handle the noise in m
surement. Using dither signals is a very popular, almost stand
technique for hydraulic servo actuators to reduce the impac
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friction, but it is not recommended for electromechanical syste
As an alternative, impulsive control can reduce the sensitivity
the system to friction@3#. This scheme applies pulses to create
small displacement or a controlled breakaway, leading to tra
tion to another control schemes@2,6,15–17#. However, except
with an especially designed apparatus@18#, it is not easy to pre-
cisely create the designed displacement@6,15–17#. Dual mode
control integrates two modes of control in a single mechanis
gross motion in the regular way~macrodynamics! and fine motion
in the range of presliding displacement~microdynamics! @19–21#.
A typical problem with this control scheme is that intermedia
motions, pointing distances that are outside the ranges of
macro and the micro dynamics, are difficult to accurately con
@20#.

In this paper, we propose a three-scheme controller, one
portional gain, one pulse, and one ramp~PPR!, to achieve fast and
precise pointing control for systems with friction. The pul
scheme is designed to break the possible stuck condition du
reverse motion and thus shorten the transient period. The r
scheme takes advantage of the elastic deformation of con
under static friction to achievemm-level pointing accuracy. The
transition between schemes is determined simply by the error
the velocity of the system. Experimental results are presente
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PPR controlle

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 pres
the modeling and identification of the experimental system. S
tion 3 introduces the design of the PPR controller and discus
the stability. Experimental results are given in Sec. 4. Sectio
concludes this paper.

2 The Experimental System
Figure 2 gives the schematic and the block diagrams of

experimental system. Table 1 lists the notation and their estima
Here we denoteTc as the Coulomb friction torque,Ts as the static
friction torque, andTf , the combination ofTc andTs . Tc f in Fig.
1 stands for the Coulomb friction torque in the forward directio
Note that in Fig. 2~b! the viscous friction torque (Dv) is included
in the model of the plant while the friction loadTf is considered
an external load.

In this system, two types of position sensors are available. O
is the inductive displacement sensor~IDS! with 1-mm resolution
and 2-mm measuring range. The other is the built-in encode
the dc motor with 4000 pulses per revolution. In closed-loop te
we take the position readings from the IDS, as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
In this configuration, the movement of the table is directly d
tected by the IDS and therefore positioning accuracy ofmm level
can be achieved under the existence of nonlinearities suc
backlash, pitch error, thermal expansion, etc. On the other han
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open loop tests used to identify the system, we take the pos
readings from the encoder. The latter types of tests run throug
the travel of the ball screw.

Most of the parameters listed in Table 1 can be obtained fr
the data sheet of the motor, exceptJ andD, which are identified
from the dynamics of the overall system. If all inertia is reflect
to the motor shaft and the armature inductanceL is neglected for
its relatively small value, the transfer function fromu to v in Fig.
2~b! can be expressed as a first-order system

V~s!

U~s!
5

KTKA

RJs1KBKT1RD
5

KTKA

RJ

s1
KBKT1RD

RJ

(1)

without considering the friction loadTf . In addition, we assume
that Tf is approximately constant if the velocity does not chan
sign~see Fig. 1!. With this assumption, we designed a sequence
steps as the inputu to estimateJ and D without encountering
reversion in the test.

By removing the dc components from the input and output d
we can obtain a first-order transfer function fromu to v, ex-
pressed as

V~s!

U~s!
5K

p

s1p
(2)

Comparing Eq.~2! with Eq. ~1! yields the estimates ofJ andD,

J5
KAKT

pRK
; D5

KT

R S KA

K
2KBD (3)

Figures 3 and 4 show the inputu and the outputv obtained from
the test data and the estimated model in Eq.~1!, respectively.
Conformity of the two types of data verifies the success of t
approach to estimate the experimental system under the influ
of friction.

The Coulomb friction torqueTc is estimated by collecting the
steady state behavior of the system. Denotinguss and vss as the
steady state values ofu andv, and neglecting the dynamic term
in Fig. 2~b!, we have

Tc5
~ussKA2vssKB!KT

R
2Dvss (4)

Fig. 1 The discontinuous Coulomb friction model, with the
viscous part not shown
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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The estimation of the static friction torqueTs here is made by
recording the driving commandum that starts to move the table

Ts5
umKAKT

R
(5)

The estimates ofTc and Ts are also given in Table 1. Note th
distinct values ofTc andTs in both directions. Although the value
of Ts depends on several factors such as dwell time, posit
temperature, lubrication, loading conditions, etc.; it can be sim
considered a constant here. In designing the PPR controller
estimation ofTs need not be very precise. It will be shown i
Section 3.4 that the proposed control schemes are robus
changes ofTs .

3 Design of the PPR Controller

3.1 Principle of the Proposed Controller. The PPR con-
troller is composed of three schemes, and Fig. 5 gives a b
diagram of the system with the configuration of the control
illustrated. This controller uses the error~e! and the velocity (ẏ)
to determine the transition between schemes. Hereẏ is estimated
by taking the first difference on the position signal,

ẏ~k!5
y~k!2y~k21!

T
(6)

wherey(k) is the position at thekth sample andT is the sampling
interval. Although this may lead to some noise inẏ estimated by
Eq. ~6!, the estimation acts as a threshold only to determine
state of motion and the design of the PPR controller does
require very precise estimation ofẏ. It will be clear that the con-
trol laws of the PPR controller do not contain derivative terms

With the estimation ofẏ, the idea behind the PPR controller
stated as follows. The P scheme drives the system toward
target. As the system gets closer to the target, it must slow do
then becoming liable to get stuck due to the increase of friction
the very low-velocity regime@2,3#. If the system stops moving, i
will not restart until the control effort rises to an adequate leve
overcome the maximum static friction force. This delay in t
start of movement is usually not desirable for fast pointing co
trol. Intuitively, the use of pulses can avoid such delays beca
they can break the possible adhesion caused by static fric
Thus, when the PPR controller estimates that the velocity is
and the error is still large, it switches to the pulse scheme to s
the movement. As the error becomes so small that the pulse
cause the system to slide over the target, the ramp schem
activated. This scheme achieves the precise positioning tas
manipulating presliding displacement. Figure 6 illustrates how
ẏ-e phase plane is divided into various regions for the th
schemes and Fig. 7 depicts the flowchart of the PPR contro
Before introducing the design details, the condition of moti
must be specified, as stated in Sec. 3.2.

3.2 Determination of Conditions of Motion. Because
static friction behaves in a very different way from dynamic fri
tion does, it is important for the PPR controller to distinguish t
state of motion. Here we define that the system is in motion i

u ẏu.Vs (7)

otherwise it is in the sticking mode. Ideally,Vs would be zero but
practically it is not. Due to the strong dependence ofVs on the
frictional mechanism and conditions of measurement, we prop
to search forVs from experiments. Figure 8 shows one such e
periment, in which the velocity approximately ranges from20.05
to 0.05 mm/s in the sticking mode. Since further tests on
experimental system yield the same result, we setVs
50.05 mm/s.

As stated in Sec. 3.1, taking the first difference on the posit
signal may lead to some noise, but the design of the PPR con
ler does not rely on very precise information ofẏ. It will be
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 615
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Fig. 2 The experimental system. „a… Schematic diagram. „b… Block diagram.
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shown in experimental evaluations that, even though the estim
of velocity is noisy, as shown in Fig. 8, the proposed PPR c
troller can still achieve very precise and fast pointing control.

3.3 Region 0: Proportional-Gain Scheme. From Fig. 6, re-
gion 0 (u ẏu.Vs) is the area in which the system is considered
be in motion. Since the influence of friction is not conspicuo
unless the motion comes almost to a stop, it is not so necessa
compensate for Coulomb friction if the table is in motion. The
fore proportional-gain control is adopted in this region. Actua
controllers of PD, PID, or any reasonable types can be candid
but here the P controller is selected in order to demonstrate
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simplicity and effectiveness of the proposed strategy. By negl
ing the friction loadTf in Fig. 2~b!, we can obtain the transfe
function of the P-controlled system,

GP~s!5
Y~s!

R~s!
5

KpKAKTGr

RJs21~KBKT1RD!s1KpKAKTGr

(8)

whereKp is the gain of the P controller. Note that in Fig. 2~b! and
Eq. ~8!, the armature inductanceL is neglected for its relative
small value.GP(s) in Eq. ~8! is equivalent to
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Parameters of the experimental system

Symbol and name Value Unit Source

D: viscous damping
~motor1load!

50.4631023, forward
13.8531023, backward

N m/~rad/s! Estimated from Fig. 3

Gr , gear ratio 4/2p mm/rad Ball screw lead 4 mm
J, moment of inertia
~motor1ball screw!

2.0231023 N m s2 Estimated from Fig. 3

KA , gain of voltage
amplifier

19.88 Spec. of the voltage
amplifier

KB , back EMF
constant of motor

0.278 V/~rad/s! Spec. of the dc motor

KT , torque constant of
motor

0.278 N m/A Spec. of the dc motor

L, armature inductance 1.1 mHenry Spec. of the dc motor
Ks , tangential stiffness 72, forward

79, backward
N m/rad Estimated from Fig. 12

and Eq.~24!
R, armature resistance 0.53 V Spec. of the dc motor
Tc , Coulomb friction
torque

10.20, forward (Tc f)
20.41, backward~Tch!

N m Estimated by Eq.~4!

Ts , maximum static
friction torque

10.44, forward (Ts f)
20.67, backward~Tsb!

N m Estimated by Eq.~5!
2

of
GP~s!5
vn

s212zvns1vn
2

(9)

ChoosingKp51 givesvn59.15 Hz andz50.84 for the forward
motion and 0.69, backward. The distinct values ofz result from
the different viscous dampingD in the two directions~see Table
1!.

The control law in region 0 is simply

u5Kpe (10)

With this control law, the friction-induced steady-state erroress
can be expected. Equation~11! gives an estimate ofess
mic Systems, Measurement, and Control

tems.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 06/30/2019 Terms o
TsbR

KpKAKT
5en<ess<ep5

TsfR

KpKAKT
(11)

whereTsb andTsf are defined in Fig. 1. Substituting the values
Tsb andTsf listed in Table 1 into Eq.~11! yields

264 mm<ess<42 mm (12)
Fig. 3 Identification of the experimental system. „a… Test in the forward direction. „b…
Test in the backward direction.
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 617
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Fig. 4 Portions of the velocity profile shown in Fig. 3. „a… Test in the forward direc-
tion. „b… Test in the backward direction.
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On the other side, the designed toleranceed in this paper is

20.5 mm52EII<ed<EII50.5 mm (13)

TheEII in Eq. ~13! as well as in Fig. 6 is assigned according to t
resolution of the position sensor. We will discuss the selection
EII further in Sec. 3.6. When the gap betweeness anded is large,
further control is necessary to drive the system into the ta
specified in Eq.~13!. Here we propose the pulse and the ram
signal for solutions, as described in Secs. 3.4 and 3.5.

3.4 Region I: Pulse Control Scheme. The design of the
pulse scheme is based on two chief considerations. The first o
PTEMBER 2004
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that the pulse shall be applied when the system stays in the s
ing mode with an error larger than the designed toleranceEII . On
the other hand, it shall not be activated if the error is less tha
critical valueEI . The design ofEI is to prevent the system from
limit cycling about the command position. These two consid
ations specify region I in Fig. 6,

ueu.EI and u ẏu<Vs (14)

The EI in Eq. ~14! is the error limit prohibiting the use of pulses
Determination ofEI requires the knowledge of presliding dis
placement~see Sec. 3.5!.
Fig. 5 Block diagram with the outline of the PPR controller
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 PPR control schemes in the ẏÀe phase plane
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The control law in region I is

u5Kpe1up5Kpe1uPL sign~e! (15)

whereuPL is the pulse level. The width of a single pulse is equ
to the sampling intervalT. Several methods have been proposed

Fig. 7 Flowchart of the PPR controller
ic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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calculate the proper shape of the pulse@6,15,17#, and these ap-
proaches assume that identical pulses generate the same dis
ment. Our experiments, however, reveal a different situation.
sponses to the same pulse commandup given at four different
positions are compared in Fig. 9, which clearly exhibits the va
tion in the pulse responses. Further tests on the experimental
tem are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, giving the relations between
displacement and the pulse width, and those between the disp
ment and the pulse level, respectively. The results shown in F
9–11 reveal that the deviation in pulse responses is large and
suggest that algorithms for calculating the pulse shape are
necessary.

Therefore we design the pulse scheme to break static frictio
that the system can continue moving before it reaches the ta
not to create a movement of precise distance that, in the auth
opinion, is not accomplishable for most practical servo syste
Knowing that the control voltageum needed to overcomeTs is
about 0.05 V@from Eq.~5! and Table 1#, we chooseuPL50.1 V, 2
times ofum . Note that althoughTs depends on factors like load
position, lubrication, temperature, dwell time, etc.@3#; the design
here allows a large variations inTs andum .

Although the design of a fixeduPL seems simple, choosing
proper level ofuPL still calls for deliberation to handle the unce
tainties in practical situations. On the one hand, pulses of hig
levels can produce larger displacement but also larger variat
which implies higher risk of pulse-induced oscillations around
target. And on the other hand, it can be seen from Figs. 10 an
that low-level pulses with brief durations may not bring about a
effective movement. This means that the energy developed by
pulse is not enough to break the adhesion in the sticking inter
and translate the system from rest into motion.

The dilemma stated above is resolved by the unique varia
width feature of the pulse scheme. The principle behind this f
ture is simple. Although the width of a single pulse is equal to o
sampling interval, successive pulses naturally form a wilder pu
For example, if the pulse at the current sample does not create
effective movement, then the velocity is still low (u ẏu<Vs), the
states (e,ẏ) still remain in region I, the pulse at the next samp
will be activated, and thus the width of the pulse is doubled.
this way, pulses of various widths with an increment of the sa
pling interval can be generated with no complicated algorith
This unique feature will be demonstrated in the experimen
evaluations.

3.5 Region II: Ramp Control Scheme. As mentioned in
Sec. 3.4, the pulse scheme is not designed to complete the p
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 619
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Fig. 8 A tracking test using a PI controller, K pÄ1 and K iÄ5, to determine Vs
t

mp
ing task, but to drive the system to some locations close enoug
the target so that the ramp scheme can proceed. At these loca
the pulse is not suitable to be applied again due to the uncer
ties shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The union of such locations
defined as region II in Fig. 6,

u ẏu<Vs and EII,ueu<EI (16)

In this region, we propose the ramp scheme to achieve fast
precise pointing control. The control law is
PTEMBER 2004
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and

u5Kpe1ur5Kpe1sign~e!E
0

t

Srdt 0,t<Tr , Sr>0

(17)

whereur is the ramp command,Sr is the slope of the ramp in
V/sample, andt denotes time.Tr is the time specified for the ramp
command to accomplish the pointing task. In this paper, the ra
slopeSr is designed to be a constant. Thenur Eq. ~17! can be
represented by
Fig. 9 Variation of the responses to identical pulses
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 Variations of the responses generated by pulses of different widths
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ur5sign~e!Srt, 0,t<Tr , Sr>0 (18)
Here Eq.~18! is implemented by

ur~k!5sign@e~k!#Sr1ur~k21! (19)

The control law given in Eq.~17! is inspired by the microscopic
movement, referred to as presliding displacement, between
tacts under static friction. In what follows we analyze the char
teristics of the system in region II, introduce the details for d
signing the ramp controller, and demonstrate how this sche
accomplishes the fast and precise pointing task.
ystems, Measurement, and Control
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3.5.1 Presliding Displacement in Region II.It is known that
in mechanics the asperities of contacts between surfaces ac
micro springs when the tangential load is balanced by static f
tion @23,22#. The deflection of asperities in the interface results
presliding displacement, and this displacement, typically rang
from 2 to 5mm, gives rise to the static friction force. That is, i
the absence of fully developed sliding, friction is a force of co
straint @23,24#. When the applied force exceeds the maximu
static friction level, the balance collapses, breakaway occurs,
Fig. 11 Variations of the responses generated by pulses of different heights
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 621
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Fig. 12 Measurement of presliding displacement. „a… Forward direction. „b… Back-
ward direction.
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sliding starts. The effect of control action upon presliding d
placement is crucial to pointing systems of very high accurac

Here we derive the relation between presliding displacem
ypd and the controlur in the ramp scheme. Since the velocityẏ in
the sticking mode is smaller thanVs , it can be reasonably ne
glected. From the block diagram shown in Fig. 2~b!, we have

Tn5Tm2Tf50 (20)

and

Tm5Tf5
urKAKT

R
(21)

Next, we adopt the linear spring model for contacts under st
friction @3#. The model is

Ksupd5Tf (22)

where Ks is the tangential stiffness of contacts andupd is the
angular presliding displacement. After convertingupd into the lin-
ear displacementypd by

updGr5ypd (23)

we have

ypd5
KAKTGr

RKs
ur (24)

The model in Eq.~22! can be justified by the observations pr
sented in Fig. 12. The curves in this figure are obtained by giv
a position commandr of slope52 mm/s and using a P controlle
with Kp53 to drive the closed-loop system. In Fig. 12, the ran
of presliding displacement is estimated to be about 4mm in the
forward direction and 5mm, backward. Since the ramp scheme
designed to work in the sense of force balance, the error rang
region II should not exceed that of presliding displacement
avoid abrupt slips as the ramp is pushing the table. From
PTEMBER 2004
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consideration, we chooseEI53 mm. The value ofEII is depen-
dent on the resolution of the sensor and is set to be 0.5mm.
Further discussion onEII is given in Sec. 3.6.

With presliding displacement introduced, we now describe h
the ramp scheme achieves precise pointing control and why
fast. The pulse scheme propels the system around the target
an error less than the range of presliding displacement. By bal
ing static friction and taking advantage of presliding displac
ment, the ramp controller drives the system until it moves into
target region. After that, the ramp command is fixed to keep
system there. The pointing task can be completed quickly beca
the ramp command has a constant rate of change, not an expo
tially decaying rate, as the error approaches zero. If the integr
instead of the ramp scheme is used, its gain must be high eno
to eliminate an error of several micrometers within a short peri
Otherwise, the settling time will become quite long. Such a s
ation indeed has to do with the change in plant dynamics betw
the sliding and the sticking conditions, as analyzed below.

For a PID controller, since the error and the velocity in t
sticking mode are very small, the proportional and derivative c
trol efforts can be neglected. That is

u5Kpe1E Kiedt1Kd

de

dt
>E Kiedt (25)

By Eqs.~21!–~25!, the block diagram in Fig. 2~b! can be simpli-
fied into a first-order linear system with dynamics of the motoru̇
andv̇) neglected, as shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, the closed-lo
transfer functionC(s) is

C~s!5
Ypd~s!

R~s!
5

p

s1p
(26)

and the time constantte of this first-order system is

te5
1

p
5

RKsp

KiKAKT2
(27)
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 13 The simplified model of the PID-controlled experimental system in the sticking mode
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The value ofKs in Eq. ~27! is determined from the data depicte
in Fig. 12, which gives the measures ofypd andur , as derived in
Eq. ~24!. By substituting the values in Table 1, we get the estim
tion of Ks in Eq. ~24! to be 72 N m/rad for the forward directio
and 79 N m/rad, backward. Here we take the average ofKs to
estimatete in Eq. ~27! and get the resultte51.12 s whenKi
510. For systems with stiffer frictional structures, the value ofKs

can be the order of 103 N m/rad and the correspondingte in Eq.
~27! becomes even larger. The phenomenon of this integra
induced slow dynamics in the sticking state can be observed in
experimental evaluations presented in Sec. 4.

3.5.2 Slope of the Ramp.The ramp scheme is characterize
by its slopeSr . SupposeFs is the sampling rate~Hz! andTr is the
time for the ramp scheme to complete the pointing task@see Eq.
~17!#. Then inFsTr samples the ramp has to reachum , the control
that generates the torque to counteractTs in Eq. ~5!. Thus we have

Sr5
um

FsTr
V/sample (28)

For example, supposeum is 50 mV,Fs is 250 Hz, andTr is set to
be 0.2 s. That is, we hope the table can reach the target within
s from any point in region II. Then Eq.~28! gives

Sr5
50

25030.2
51 mV/sample (29)

Equation ~29! implies that in the ramp scheme, the control
changed by 1 mV at every sampling instant until the pointing t
is done. The ramp controlur in Eq. ~17! is then fixed to keep the
system in the target region.

3.6 Region III: Target Region. The target region or region
III is defined by

ueu<EII and u ẏu<Vs (30)

The control law in this region is

u5Kpe1uR (31)

whereuR is the ramp command at the sample when the sys
reaches region III, a region bounded byEII andVs . Similar to the
case ofVs , ideally EII is zero but practically it is not. In this
study,EII is assigned according to the resolution of the posit
sensor~1 mm!, that is,EII50.5mm. This setting, however, doe
not imply that the positioning accuracy can be always equal to
mic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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limit of the resolution of the sensor. In practice, factors like me
surement noise, performance of the power amplifier, and exp
ment conditions should be considered. Similar to the case in s
ing mode control, a tight target region for the PPR controller
likely to induce chattering around the reference position.

The design of the PPR controller is introduced above. In su
mary, two parameters of friction, the ranges of presliding displa
ment, from whichEII is determined, and the static friction torqu
which specifies the pulse leveluPL , are essential to the desig
task. Table 2 summaries the parameters of the PPR contr
designed for the experimental system.

3.7 Issues on Stability. In this section, the stability of the
PPR controller is investigated from an engineering viewpoint.
though a solid proof is not given here, the authors believe that
following analysis can provide a good understanding to judge
stability of the proposed controller.

In region 0, the stability of the P-controlled system is guara
teed, as revealed in Eq.~8!. In addition, the region

Ra05$~e,ẏ!uen<e<ep ,u ẏu<Vs% (32)

is the attraction set for the states in region 0, whereen andep are
defined in Eq.~11!.

The stability of the pulse scheme relies on the pulse leveluPL .
If the torque created by the pulse is only slightly larger than
maximum static friction torque, then from the control law d
signed in Eq.~15! it can be asserted that region II and region
are the regions of attraction for all states in region I because of
very small movement caused by the pulse. On the other hand
high-level pulse generates a movement larger than 2EI , the sys-
tem may have a chance to slide over the target and reach reg
on the other side of the reference position. Consequently osc
tions around the target may occur due to the intermittent pu
command. Thus a lower pulse level benefits the stability of
pulse scheme at the cost of a longer transient period, where
higher one yields faster performance at the risk of limit cyclin
Determination of the pulse level is thus a compromise betw
stability and performance. Achieving an optimal design is diffic
due to the variation in the pulse responses shown in Figs. 10
11.

The ramp scheme is applied in a region bounded byEI andEII
and its stability is partially dependent on the selection of these
parameters, as described in Secs. 3.5.1 and 3.6, respective
addition, the ramp slopeSr is also related with the stability of the
Table 2 Summary of the RRP controller

Region Condition Control law Parameter

0 u ẏu.Vs Proportional-gain
control: u5Kpe

Vs50.05 mm/s

Kp51 V/mm
I ueu.EI and u ẏu<Vs Pulse control:

u5Kpe1uPL sign(e)
EI53 mm

uPL50.1 V
II EII,ueu<EI and u ẏu<Vs Ramp control:

u5Kpe1Sr sign(e)t
EII50.5mm

Sr51 mV/sample
III ueu<EII and u ẏu<Vs u5Kpe1uR uR : see Eq.~31!
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Fig. 14 Responses to various input steps
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PPR controller. Applying a slight slope ensures the stability of
ramp controller because the dynamics of the system can be
glected in slow motion, as derived in Eqs.~20!–~24!. Although
using a steep slope may involve the dynamics of friction,
dissipative property of friction would be a great benefit render
the stability of the ramp scheme.

Although a solid proof is not given here, its stability is demo
strated from the engineering-viewpoint analysis described ab
as well as by the experimental evidences presented below.
PTEMBER 2004
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4 Experimental Results

The proposed PPR controller is evaluated on the system in
duced in Sec. 2. Since the undamped natural frequency of
P-controlled system is lower than 10 Hz@Eq. ~9!#, the sampling
rateFs is set to be 250 Hz.

Figure 14 depicts the step responses of the system and Fig
the control efforts. Steps of different levels~0.05, 0.1, and 0.2
mm! are designed to investigate the influence of friction on
Fig. 15 Control efforts of the step responses shown in Fig. 14
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Fig. 16 Robust test of the PPR controller. „a… Positive command. „b… Negative com-
mand.
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pointing performance. Responses and control efforts obtaine
using a PID controller are also given in Figs. 14 and 15 for co
parison. With regard to the PID controller, we designed one
the linear system without friction@Eq. ~9!# but found that its per-
formance is not satisfactory in experimental evaluations. The
fore we searched the following 80 candidates for the best com
nation: Kp5@0.5,1,2,3#, Ki5@0,5,10,20#, and Kd
5@0,0.001,0.003,0.005,0.01#. The results areKp51, Ki510, and
Kd50.003.

In testing the PID controllers, conspicuous overshoots~10%–
60% in Fig. 14! were found to be unavoidable if a settling tim
less than 1 s isdesired. In addition to the overshoot, long-lasti
errors of two or three micrometers were also observed. Actua
this best-tuned PID controller did not finish the tasks until ab
1.5–2 s, depending on the pointing distances. The cause of
slow dynamics has been analyzed in Sec. 3.5.1. In contrast
PPR controller demonstrates both fast and precise pointing pe
mance, with most of the tasks accomplished within 0.5 s with
overshoot. Note the pulses of various widths in Fig. 15, wh
reveals the variable-width feature of the pulse scheme introdu
in Sec. 3.4.

A test for the robustness of the PPR controller is presente
Fig. 16. In this test the table is loaded with a 20-kgw block and
PPR controller designed for the unloaded system is used.
identification on the friction parameters reveals that this load
creasesTs and Tc ~see Table 1! by about 12% and 5%, respec
tively. The damping coefficientD and the moment of inertiaJ are
altered about 2% by this load. Although the change ofD and J
caused by this load is not much, the robustness of the PPR
troller has been demonstrated through the distinct values ofD, Ts ,
andTc in both directions. It can be seen from Table 1 and Fig.
that the PPR controller allows at least a 50% variation inTs and
Tc . The tolerance of the proposed controller forD is even larger.

In addition to the satisfactory performance presented in Figs
and 16, one important feature of the ramp scheme is also no
able. It can be noted in Fig. 15 that a second ramp arises at a
0.5 s in the20.1-mm step test. By a close inspection we found
microscopic slip occurs at the end of the first ramp. That is,
Systems, Measurement, and Control
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table did not stop at the end of the first ramp but overran the ta
by about 1mm. This event triggered the second ramp and dro
the system back to the target within 0.2 s. We found from ot
tests that it takes about 5 times longer for the PID controller
correct the same error. Due to the peculiar nonlinearity of frict
in the stuck condition, we believe that it is very difficult to preve
such microscopic slips from occurring during the high-accura
pointing processes. However, as revealed in the experimenta
sults, the dissipativity of friction renders the ramp controll
stable.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a controller consisting of proportional-gain, pul

and ramp schemes has been proposed to accomplish precis
fast pointing control under the presence of stick-slip friction. Ea
of the schemes, particularly the ramp scheme, was designe
accordance with the special features of stick-slip friction in va
ous regimes. We have analyzed the property of this partic
scheme in eliminating the very tiny error caused by static frict
and demonstrated its performance through experimental eva
tions. In such evaluations, using the PPR controller could acc
plish pointing tasks of various distances with up to 1-mm accuracy
and without overshoot, whereas using the best-tuned PID con
ler inevitably suffered from 10% to 60% overshoots and took
least 2 times longer than the PPR controller to finish the ta
Furthermore, although in different directions the experimen
system were found to have at least 50% variation in the frict
parameters, the PPR controller still demonstrated uniform per
mance in the two directions.

Our future research will first concentrate on the stability pro
of the proposed controller. Applying the variable pulse level in t
pulse scheme to reduce the transient period further is also a fu
topic. In addition, we believe that if some more advanced al
rithm can be integrated in the ramp scheme to handle the pec
nonlinearity of friction in the sticking state, the performance
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 625
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the PPR controller can be further improved. Finally, the appli
tion of the PPR controller to a vertical positioning table has a
been scheduled in our future study.
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